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MMDA    reports
#1  49 yr old male; set relaxed to very slight anxiety over personal emotional 
matters. SETTING: De Martin beach off Falce-klamath rock 8/29/65 11:45 AM 
11:45 150mg
12:00 slight nausea and methedrine/ritalin like effects
The 3 of us are at the falce river mouth drying seaweed on split redwood
The fire burning preparatory to cooking the rock crab just caught takes on
a fantastic appearance
12:10 I withdraw, the talk of the others is too much; she puts on sunburn oil
WOW
12:15 the tiny fairy feet of the flies, slight cramp like slight nausea and
my visual field starts lighting up
12:20 some vertigo and heaviness and the stretches out; numbness in the chest
as when an opiate is taken;
Still study geometric patterns; excess lite on closed lids interferes with
(retinal) visualization. vertigo only with eyes open
dance of the glittering diamond studded sea waves; increasing motion and beauty
No taste,just passive introversion with large time lag
12:30 people appear on the beach and talk to my companions; I have no paranoia
this surprises me;
12:35 trembling after images are very brite and last long; I see a long
corridor and faces upside down 3D corridors that bend and receive me
basket like with visions at the bottom;
the man will drive and the woman provide; two beauties and crab
thirsty and mouth slightly dry; much less than with ritalin or LSD etc
green to rose after image
NEED A SEMI SLEEP STATE FOR NEUROTICS/PLUS THIS DRUG/ so they can let go to
its effects better
Increasing landscapes appear inside; inwardly I told her of her beauty and
the outward she also responded by looking up at me.
(this is a good introductory drug to the drugs of this class)
to become familiar with the drug state in as gentle as possible fashion
Later; I see my mother in an animated conversation with another woman
this was at 1:30 
12:50 to give self roses and to cut off the trash and 'worry' so as to enter
the semi dream state where you are protected; not as noisy(many) dreams
?as in live? or more?
music or sea
as a structured backdrop against which to go in
bold kneaded wrestler geni probably on waves Like LSD nook barred woman
sits up man upside down face; fabulous kiss bitter crab and people
million fingered dance of the sea; green apple crunch
I hallucinate lists hungarian rhapsody
and the waltzes
then see at 1:30 my mother as above.
Remarks:this substance seems to have a much gentler action than others
of this class; perhaps more like Cannabis or psilocybin; there is little
paranoia reported by anyone
I noted the hallucinations of the two types: one, those which were strictly retia 
retinal and more minute and small and influence by lite and evoked by 'focus
using' on the 'lite' ahead on the retina or lids, and the other those deeper
in the visual tract and occiput which are larger and more global dream like
and when solid are quite dramatic and unforgettable as in meditation.
There is less adrenergic or alerting effect per hallucinatory unit of this
drug as well; 


